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THIS MONTH...
CALENDAR & DIARY O RELIABILITY TRIALS

T-MOBILE’S ALEXANDER VINOKOUROV ! EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW !
RACING EFFECTIVELY IN THE WIND

PERIODISATION - THE RETURN.  READ IT AND WEEP.
NEWS   & EVENTS O THE CAFE STOP EXPERIENCE

CLUB RUNS O GROUP RIDING   O      KIT REVIEW

DIARY OF OUR CONTINENTAL PRO

EPOC !  SUUNTO T6 VS POLAR S725

10% DISCOUNT TO
MEMBERS !

High Performance Cycles and Accessories
http://www.buckscycles.co.uk
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DIARY OF YOUR LIFE

CLUB EVENTS
Membership subscriptions are now due.  If you
competeor just enjoy Sunday Club Runs then you
benefit from the club and we benefit from your
participation.  For the price of a tyre fill in the form at
the back of The Sprocket.

Club Nights
Every Wednesday @ The Club
(West Wycombe village hall)
Turbo training, circuit training,
Keep Fit 7:30pm and bike chat from 8:30pm.

HWCC Annual Cycle Jumble Sale
WEDNESDAY 2nd March  7:30pm
BARGAINS BARGAINS BARGAINS !!!

SUNDAY CLUB RUNS & RELIABILITY TRIALS

Meet in High Wycombe High Street at 9am on Sunday
mornings.  ALL welcome members and non-members
alike and if  you do them all the ED will buy you a
teacake! During January and February the club run
four reliability trials. The 50 mile flat, 50 mile hilly,
the 100kms and the 100 mile.  Groups are split into
fast,  medium and steady and riders completing all
four are recognised by an award.
See the page in The Sprocket for more details.

06/02/2005.....RELIABILITY TRIAL.........Hilly 50 mile
20/02/2005.....RELIABILITY TRIAL...............100 kms
26/02/2005.............Bournemouth Training Weekend
06/03/2005.....RELIABILITY TRIAL.............. 100 mile

OTHER EVENTS

Gorrick Exodus Spring MTB Race Series 2005
Sunday 13 March at Yateley Heath Wood
Sunday 3 April at Frith Hill, Deepcut
Sunday 22 May at Porridge Pot Hill, Deepcut
http://www.gorrick.com

Road Races
It’s all kicking off now, plenty of local road racing
starting this month.
See http://www.britishcycling.org.uk/calendar/
2005/road_feb_march.html for a full calendar

INTERNATIONAL
UCI Pro Tour
6th March to 13th March Paris - Nice, France
9th March to 15th March Tirreno - Adriatico, Italy
19th March Milan-San Remo, Italy
Other
5th March Cycle Speedway World Champs, Aus
24th - 27th March World Track Champs, LA, USA

NATIONAL
26th - 27th March MTB  Downhill National 1, Ae Forest
2nd April The Bike Show Birmingham UK
3rd April Archer International RR GP, Beaconsfield UK

RAGGY
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CHIPO

hwcc@switchtechnology.com

Loads of pages this month you
lucky people.  So much so that
in order to get you some fantastic
first hand race experience and
training advice in time for your
season start we have had to put
back some intended features.
You might notice some more
advertising this month.  All
proceeds from advertising in
The Sprocket go back into your
club so ask around and see if
any companies you know want to advertise to 600 local cyclists
every month.  The cost is a measly £5 per issue to advertise.

Keep us up to date with your events, results and features you’d
like to see.  When the weather picks up then we should see some

more mountain biking getting in, must admit with the recent
rain, snow and ice it’s been better weather for knobbly
tyres.

EDITOR’S PAGE

Saddle Safari
 Crown Lane, Off Spittal
Street, Marlow SL7 3HL.

Tel 01628 477020.
Email:

enquiries@saddlesafari.co.uk

You can spend all the money you like on a great bike
get all the kit you can eat etc you can spend hours in the saddle
doing loadsa miles do a training camp in sunny climbs  , go on
a diet , loose weight and at the end of all that you can be really
crap and perform like a whale on a pedalo , what a weird sport
man .

This months edition  is get ready for racing and in next
months issue myself and the ragmeister will be
focusing on the mountain bike in all its glory

CYCLING ON TV THIS MONTH
Coverage of the Tirreno-Adriatico, a demanding race which takes
place over seven stages in Italy.  Every day on British Eurosport 2
from Wednesday 9th March to Sunday 13th March.

Wednesday 9th March 16:30-17:30 & 20:00-20:55
Thursday 10th March 16:00-16:55 & 20:00-20:55
Friday 11th March 16:00-16:55 & 20:00-20:55
Saturday 12th March 16:00-17:00 & 20:00-21:00
Sunday 13th March 20:00-21:00

Live coverage of the annual Paris-Nice road race
on British Eurosport 1.
Sunday 6th March 19:00-20:15
Monday 7th March 14:15-16:00
Tuesday 8th March 15:00-16:30
Wednesday 9th March 15:00-16:30
Thursday 10th March 14:15-16:00
Friday 11th March 14:45-16:00
Saturday 12th March 15:00-15:45

‘The Coffee Tree’  Cafe
11 George Street, Aylesbury, Bucks. HP20 2HU
Tel: 01296 482708 Fax: 01296 339425 -
Email : beans@hillandvalleycoffee.co.uk



Lance Armstrong confirms that the
2005 Tour de France is on his
programme for the season, as are
the Tour of Flanders and a defence
of the Tour de Georgia title.
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Lifetime HWCC member David
Millar could now ride the Tour de
France next year but won’t see his
ban for doping offences reduced.
David Millar’s appeal to the Court for
Arbitration in Sport against both the
length of his doping ban and the date
on which the ban was implemented
has proved partially successful. The
Lausannne-based sporting court has
upheld the length of the ban imposed
on Millar after the British rider admitted
taking EPO, but did rule that the two-
year ban should have begun from the
day of Millar’s arrest, which was
effectively when he first became
unable to compete.
Consequently, Millar’s two-year ban
imposed by British Cycling will now run
from June 24, 2004, the day of his
arrest by French police.  British
Cycling had implemented the ban on
August 5, 2004. This change in the
dates of the ban means that Millar
could be available for selection for the
2006 Tour de France.

Discovery Channel’s George
Hincapie won the 58th edition of the
Belgian semi-classic Kuurne-
Bruxelles-Kuurne on Sunday 27th
Feb, as the American outsprinted his
breakaway partner Kevin Van Impe
(Chocolade Jacques).

2005 Giro D’Italia
Should be a corker this year with current
champion Cunego having to fight off the
2004 TdF third place Ivan Basso as well
as his own team-mate and (on paper)
team leader, Simoni.
The course has been designed to bring
the race to a climactic finish as the race
hits the Alps in the final week. Stage 17
climbs the brutal Colle di Tenda pass
which I’ve ridden down (on skis!) and the
vicious Colle delle Finistre which
averages 9.5% to Sestrieres.
May 7-29 2005.                  NEIL WRAGG

H E R O E S - G O D S - L E G E N D S
Heroes as far as this MAG is concerned are HWCC riders and
personalities that have come to mind and have been of note, I have listed a
few below.  Now obviously these are people the editors of the mag  feel
have done really well,
IAs per usual, email us or talk to us hwcc@switchtechnology.com

February Heroes/Gods Legends  are

Steve Golla - Congrats to him & his wife on the arrival of their new baby.
The ugly northerner has been inflicting pain on anyone who rides with
him in the fast group so we expect to see him winning races this month!

Brendan Dival - the man he be a new daddy

Gordon and Margaret Wright - ramp tests all day saturday all for the
price of a cuppa  this man + woman are incredible m,lord Gordon and
Margaret Wright - ramp tests all day saturday all for the price of a cuppa
this man + woman are incredible m,lord

Alan Hillier - Ramp tests- riding a bike - training ay ay ayya y

Karl Freeman - Now racing in Brittany for VC Pontivy - read his diary....

Rachel Wragg - For putting up with all the time I spend on this!
Thankyou.

LESS OF THE THE BLACK STUFF

No, no-one’s reducing tarmac but your regular source of coffee trivia has been reduced to this space since it’s been a
busy month.  So, without delay - March’s espresso info...
A Brief History Of Coffee - Myth has it that coffee was first discovered in or around the 9th century in Abyssinia
(Ethiopia) by a young goatherd. He noticed that his goats liked to graze upon berries which seemed to have interesting
side effects! The goats jumped around seemingly full of energy and realising that the berries must have some magical
property the young goatherd took some back to the village elders. They boiled them with water and soon realised the
stimulating potential of the brew. From this point on coffee plants were cultivated by man purely for their precious crop.
The Ethiopians traded with the Arabs and coffee spread eastwards. The Arabs jealously guarded the coffee plant and
although they traded widely across the Islamic world all beans for export were boiled to prevent any chance of
transplantation!   However the Dutch managed to transplant some to Java (Indonesia) in late 1600’s, and this was the
catalyst for the worldwide growth of coffee cultivation. In the late 17th Century coffee came to the masses of Europe
and the first coffee houses opened in Italy, Austria and England.
By the 18th Century the French had introduced coffee cultivation to Martinique, and by the end of the century there
were between 18 and 19 million coffee bushes firmly establishing Central America and South America as important
coffee producers.
Types Of Coffee - There are two main species of bean, arabica and robusta. Both thrive in equatorial regions.
Robusta is grown at lower altitudes, 0 to 700 metres, and has a high yield per plant and high caffeine content (1.7 to
4.0%). It accounts for about 30% of world production. Robusta has a stronger flavour than arabica with a full body and a
woody aftertaste which is useful in creating blends and especially useful in instant coffee.
Arabica grows at higher altitudes, 1000 to 2000 metres, and while it has a lower yield and less caffeine content (0.8 to
1.4%) it is widely recognised to be superior to robusta. Arabica accounts for about 70% of world production, although
only about 10% of this yields “grand cru” beans. Arabica has a delicate acidic flavour, a refined aroma and a caramel
aftertaste.  Arabica beans contain about 50% of the caffeine of robusta, meaning that an espresso will have less
caffeine than a cup of instant.

NEIL WRAGG



INTERVIEW WITH ALEXANDER VINOKOUROV.  WORDS BY PAUL MORRISSEY
ED MEETS A BLOODY ERO

 That’s right , jammy sod  , I managed to
meet one of my cycling idols, how I
achieved this is a long story itself, and if
you buy me a coffee I will tell you about it
but either way my poor attempt at  an
interview with the guy goes a bit like
this;;;

I was introduced to Vino by Guido
eckenbecker ( ex T-Mobile pro rider ) at
the recent team launch which I managed
to blag my way into ( work colleagues,
contacts , bribes, uncle chippo etc  ) and
was introduced as a super cyclist from
the united kingdom ( sponsored tour de
Merthyr , I thank you ) , which was a
good enough description for me ( I
have heard worse )  either way after
a firm handshake and the obligatory
European embrace ( I wouldn’t let go,
I couldn’t  )  I got a picture and the
usual questions poured out of me like
a waterfall .

Q How have you enjoyed the team
presentation event In Bonn?

Vino: It has been fun but it is also very significant
because it marks a turning point in the year: when
the pre-season ends and the racing season finally
gets underway.

Q/You suffered a big injury last season at the
Tour de Suisse, but you bounced back later in
the year to record a few good results. Overall,
were you pleased with the way things went
after the crash?

Vino: Well, the crash totally de-railed my season. It
was June and at that stage I was fully geared up
and focussed on the Tour - then suddenly it was all
over for me before it had even started. That was of
course hard, but once I was back training again I
set myself some goals for the rest of the season,
and all in all I was happy with the win at the Regio-
Tour and the bronze at the World’s.

Q/The World’s was the final race in your 2004
season. What have you been doing since then.

Vino: After the World’s I travelled to Kazakstan for
a two weeks. I always try to get back there at least
once a year. Last year I made an extra trip during
the summer because I had more free time on my
hands! Anyway, in Autumn I raced in the Kivilev
Memorial Race in Almaty, did some hunting and
generally enjoyed the feeling to be back in my
home land. I started my pre-season training then
already in mid-November. I mostly train with Sergey
- T-Mobile team mate Yakovelev, ed - and a group of
Kazakh riders down in the south of France.

Q/So Vino how’s the training going
A/Good,,, for this part of the season the whole team is in good shape
and we are averaging a good pace on the training rides 40kph etc ,
Zabel in particular is in tremendous condition.
Q/ what are your target races this year are you riding Paris
Robaix
A/Paris Robaix , no ( shaking head ) I rode it once never again , you
can get injured to easily , for me maybe liege baston liege and of
course  having a strong team for the tour to win the overall is something
in my head to focus on .
Q/Can the team (T-Mobile ) win the tour, will you attack ??
A/Yes we can win, we want to win it’s a long tour and a long way to go
yet, we believe we can take the overall we have a good strong team
and should we all make it to July in good condition. Will I attack
??,hey ,it’s a long way off !! who can say ,you have seen me ride ,
what do you think ?? ( well , yeah , constant attacks on lance could
make the difference )
Q/Will lance ride
A/I believe he will, but it makes no difference if he does not!! our objective
is to win the tour , beating lance and his new team would also be very
nice .
Q\ how is Jan , is he in good condition ( I didn’t want to say fat
, I saw  him earlier in the evening and believe me he was not at
all large , very small and lean not at all like the pictures in
cycling weekly or the other press)
A\ He is looking good , his training Is slightly different to the team and
his focus is on long slow miles but he is looking the best I have seen
him , its no secret , all this rubbish about him being overweight is just
press /media rubbish , you saw him didn’t you ( yep , he is lean ) .
I saw the whole team throughout the evening but to be honest
grilling them all wasn’t on the cards and I was totally in awe of
them so had a couple of beers and soaked up the atmosphere
with my German colleagues, wowsa , so yeah , I will be shouting
for the guys in pink , so maybe its because I work for them , I
doubt it , its probably because they have supported cycling for
so long ( and the fact that they focus so much on uk  youth
development ) and that the guys are so approachable etc , either
way you going to see me in pink , I don’t bloody care ,especially
when Vino does one of his attacks , c’mon my sooooonnnn .
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INTERVIEW WITH ALEXANDER VINOKOUROV.
WORDS BY PAUL MORRISSEY
ED MEETS A BLOODY ERO (Cont).
After all the training in Majorca how is your form at the
moment?
Vino: I am feeling very good right now. As you know we have
just a had a super training camp on Majorca, the weather and
the training conditions were perfect. Next up on the programme
is a five day training trip to the hilly Limousin region in central
France. It is shaping up to be a good year.

When do you start racing
Vino: The Tour of Valencia - Feb 22-26 - is my first race. After
that I have my sights set on good rides at Paris-Nice, the
Amstel Gold Race and like I said to you last time Liege-
Bastogne-Liege. Then the summer target is the Tour de France.

So what about the other grand tours?
Vino: Let’s see what happens, but for now I am only planning to
ride one grand tour: the Tour de France. The planning is all for
the Tour.

What can T-Mobile achieve when you, Andreas Klöden
and Jan Ullrich all line out at the Tour?
Vino: We can work for each other and we can pile the pressure
on Armstrong and the other contenders.

So you still  think that Armstrong will be in France in
July?
Vino: Yes, I think he will ride the Tour.

What’s with your new peroxide look I notice you had in
Majorca . It is sort of Dolph Lundgren-esque?
Vino: Yeah . New year, new season. I like to change things
every now and then.

on that note , the great man had to go , so a bode him
farewell and had to pinch myself that the gusy actually
botherd to call me — —  phew I hope to see him at the TDF

T-Mobile extends sponsorship to 2008
24.01.2005/ The mobile service provider T-Mobile has
extended its sponsorship of professional cycling for another
two years up to 2008. The announcement came from Martin
Knauer, marketing director at T-Mobile Deutschland, during
the presentation of the T-Mobile Team in Bonn on Monday.

A successful 2004 season has played its part in encouraging
T-Mobile to extend its sponsorship of the team up to 2008 -
last season the magenta squad won the team prize in the
World Cup and Tour de France, Andreas Klöden clinched
the runner-up spot in the Tour, Steffen Wesemann won the
Tour of Flanders, Jan Ullrich triumphed in the Tour de Suisse
and Erik Zabel collected a World Cup silver medal.
The riders have been worthy of the trust placed in them and
shown themselves to be ideal ambassadors and opinion
shapers for our international brand, is how Knauer qualifies
the decision. A truly international cycling team dovetails
perfectly with our communications strategy and helps the
Group increase awareness worldwide, argues Knauer.

Only just back from a two-week training camp in Majorca,
the teams 27 man roster, which features riders from eight
countries, was presented to the public in the T-Mobile Forum
in Bonn on Monday morning. Also presented were the new
joint-management team of Walter Godefroot and Olaf Ludwig,
as well as sporting director Mario Kummers team of sporting
managers.

Six new faces
The 2005 roster includes six new faces: Olaf Pollack has
joined the team from Gerolsteiner as an additional sprinter
alongside the evergreen Erik Zabel, while the two Spaniards
Oscar Sevilla (from Phonak) and Paco Lara (Costa de Almeria)
have been recruited to strengthen the team in the climbing
department. The team also signed three up-and-coming
riders, who will be keen to make their mark on the pro scene:
Bas Giling (Netherlands), Bernhard Kohl (Austria) and Marcus
Burghardt.
Spearheading this mix of sprinters, classic and tour
specialists are top stars Andreas Klöden, Jan Ullrich,
Alexander Vinokourov and Erik Zabel.

The ProTour poses a major new challenge for the 27 riders
two more riders than last year. After two weeks hard training
in Majorca were now glad the seasons getting underway,
said team manager Walter Godefroot, who will be sending
part of the team to races in Majorca and Qatar as early as
the start of February.
Weve got both experienced professionals and ambitious
young riders in our ranks and have created the perfect platform
for repeating the huge success of 2005. We want to delight
our fans with our determination and passion, said Godefroot
with conviction.
The Tour remains the season focus
The focal point of the season is the Tour de France, which
this year includes two stages in Germany. Once weve got all
our top performers on board, we’ll certainly be up there with
the best of them in the Tour, predicted Olaf Ludwig who since
the start of the year has been co-managing the Bonn-based
team alongside Godefroot. Godefroot is set to withdraw, at
his own request, from team management responsibilities in
2006. Olaf is the perfect successor for me. By signing him
up to become manager we’ve paved the way for a bright
future”, said the Belgian.

VINOS PALMARES
Winner Regio-Tour 2004
3 stage wins Paris-Nice 2004
3 stage wins Regio-Tour 2004
3rd place World’s (ITT) 2004
3rd place Liège-Bastogne-Liège 2004
winner Paris–Nice 2003
stage win Paris-Nice 2003
winner Amstel Gold Race 2003
winner Tour de Suisse 2003
stage win Tour de Suisse 2003
3rd overall Tour de France 2003
stage win Tour de France 2003
stage win Tour de Suisse 2002
winner Paris-Nice 2002
stage win Paris-Nice 2002
2nd place Kazakhstan National Championships 2002
winner Deutschland-Tour 2001
stage win Deutschland-Tour 2001
stage win Tour de Suisse 2001
stage win Vuelta 2000
Olympic Silver Medallist (road racing) 2000
winner Tour of Valencia 1998
winner Dauphiné Libéré 1998
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Besides the Tour de France, the spring classics and the
Deutschland-Tour are critical to the sporting managements plans
for this season. To meet the additional requirements the ProTour
(30 races) places on the team, an additional sporting manager
has been signed up in the shape of Valerio Piva. The 46-year-old
Italian will assist sporting directors Mario Kummer and Frans
van Looy in their work. The upshot: the riders are surrounded by
a professional support team comprising 34 staff. In addition to
managers and sporting managers, experienced doctors,
physiotherapists, mechanics and other support staff are also on
hand.

Heading into the new season the riders already have quite a few
kilometres of base training in their legs following the two week
camp in Majorca. All that hard work at the camp has not only
built up the riders stamina and endurance, but it will also go
some way to easing the plight of the victims of the Asian tsunami
disaster: for every kilometre that Jan Ullrich & Co. clocked up on
the island between January 8 and 23, T-Mobile is donating 50
cents to the tsunami appeal. The mobile service providers total
contribution from this initiative stands at 30,000 Euros.

Date of birth 16-Sep-73
Place of birth Petropawlowsk, Kazakhstan
Height 177 cm
Weight 68 kg
Residence Monaco
Marital status Married, 3 children
Turned pro 1998
Tour starts 4
Giro starts -
Vuelta starts 3
Former teams Casino
With T-Mobile Team (Team Telekom) since 2000
Preferences Grand tours
Sporting goals Tour de France, classics

INTERVIEW WITH ALEXANDER VINOKOUROV.
WORDS BY PAUL MORRISSEY
ED MEETS A BLOODY ERO (Cont).

A NICE VINO STORY

The finishing judge’s words still echo in Alexander
Vinokourov’s ears today: “Hey kid, move aside, the winner
is on his way!” The overzealous official barked those words
at him, 100 metres from the finish line, thinking that the
scrawny youngster on the old bike was a lapped rider.
But he was mistaken. “I had attacked on the last climb
and build up a nice lead. In the end, I had enough time to
sit up and look around me without worrying. The win was
secured,” recalls the Kazakh, who took home a brand
new bike as a reward for his efforts that day. That was
1987 and “Vino” had already notched up a few race wins.
Even then, the secret of his success was not just his
enormous natural talent, but also his discipline; the young
Vino rarely missing a day’s training. “In our clubhouse,
we had a blackboard, where we used to mark little
crosses for every time we trained. When it was all tallied
up at the end of the year, there were maybe just five or
six days when I hadn’t taken out my bike.” It was the
same kind of ambition that propelled him to a satisfactory
late season in 2004, after a huge setback in June. The
30-year-old started the season brightly, winning three
stages in Paris-Nice, as well as third place in the Amstel
Gold Race, then disaster struck; a serious crash on the
second stage of the Tour de Suisse wrecked Vino’s Tour
plans. While his team mates slugged it out in France for
three long weeks, Vino was on the other side of the
barriers preparing for his comeback. The overall win at
the Regio-Tour in August was, however, followed by a
disappointing Vuelta, where Vino suffered the same bout
of food poisoning as five of his team mates. But the father-
of-three kept his tail up despite this setback; a few days
later he powered his way to the bronze medal in the time
trial event at the Worlds in Verona. “Winning the medal
was great and made up for some of the season’s
disappointments. Nevertheless, the Tour is the focal point
of my season. I want to be back there in 2005.”

When Enzo Ferrari, the famous racing-car builder said that:
‘Between man and machine there exists a perfect equation, fifty per cent machine and fifty per cent man: he spoke more
truly perhaps of the racing bike. You get on it, pedal up the road and immediately feel the silky, effortless motion that it
provides. But go a few miles, confront a hill maybe, and the bike begins to call on your fifty per cent. Are you fit and
strong enough to do it justice? That transpon of delight can become something of a calvary. You have to balance the
equation, you have to live up to those sublime mechanics. This is why so many expensive purchases are quickly
discarded by novices young and old; the
responsibility is too heavy, the self-confrontation too searching. But of course if you do rise to the challenge, if you are
prepared to undergo the training that your mount demands, your enjoyment will be fuller and more satisfying than a mere
joyride. You can become equal panners in a wonderfully fulfilling discovery of both body and mind. You can touch upon a
sense of life which is freer and more abundant; a transformation of consciousness which inspires cultivation. Such is the
secret that all keen cyclists share and generally keep to themselves - for it cannot be taught, only picked up for oneself
like the initial skill of riding. A tacit reverence exists comparable to those religions for whom the name of the deity is so
sacred that it is never uttered aloud. The bike itself remains its own most compelling evangelist. All the great celebrations
of the cycling calendar from the Tour de France downwards are a demonstration of its liberating truth. The only
outward sign is that passed between enthusiasts when they are out riding: they will acknowledge each other with a
discreet nod or wave, a recognition of the esoteric bond which unites otherwise perfect strangers.

Taken from Bikie: A Love Affair with the Racing Bicycle by Charlie Woods

NEIL WRAGG
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RIDING EFFECTIVELY IN THE WIND BY KARL FREEMAN

Karl Freeman is currently racing for the French road racing club VC Ponity in Brittany, France.  The racing is tough and the
weather can be harsh so you need to know how to best conserve your energy and ride as efficiently as possible.

Planning before your  event

•  Being prepared can make a massive difference
•  Knowing when to be at the front of the race can make the difference between just finishing or winning
•  The day before the race take note of the likely weather conditions, such as wind direction and strength.

 Look at a map and see where these sections are.
•  Most races are windy in the spring when the weather isn’t that good
•  Try and find out as much as you can about the terrain of the race
•  Examples of this include exposed sections of road with false flats
•  Any information from people who have done the race before is good

Process of thought whilst racing for riding in the wind

• The best riders aren’t just strong.  They have the ability to read a race and position themselves at the front at crucial
moments in a race

• Riding in the wind effectively is an exercise in saving energy by positioning yourself correctly
• Weak riders will always ride and the back of the bunch, this is where a lot of crashes happen
• Race awareness is needed to ride effectively in the wind.  Your thought process should be the following:

• Wind direction
• The strength of the wind
• Your position in the bunch
• Up coming terrain  e.g. a long incline with no trees or hedges
• Are teams or strong riders moving to the front?

• You then have to act upon on these thought processes, you may have to move to the front on the bunch or be fine
where you are

• You should be continually going through this thought process and at all times be concentrating

Once the first echelon has been formed it might be necessary to form a second.   If riders are no longer able to keep in the
first echelon they should swing to the left and form a second straight away.

Direction of wind
Direction of wind

Ideal position near
the front, but not
on the front

Rider too far back,
has no shelter
from other riders &
is wasting energy.

Group of riders

Direction of wind

Crosswind from the left showing an echelon

Direction of wind

Saddle Safari, Crown Lane, Off Spittal Street, Marlow, Buckinghamshire, SL7 3HL.
Telephone/Fax 01628 477020. Email: enquiries@saddlesafari.co.uk 7



Positioning and Planning

Diagram below shows how the wind direction can
change from an easy tail wind to a cross wind just
through a change in the direction of the road.  This
relates to planning and knowing the route before
the race.  In this instance ideally you would move
to the      front of the bunch before the road turns
to the left.  By being in the first 10 of the bunch if
the race does split you should be in a position to
be in the front group

.

Cross-wind section

• This emphasises the need to position yourself correctly to save energy
• Its important to ride at the front at all times when in a windy race
• Ideally you don’t want to be on the front riding in the wind, four or five

places back is best
• If you are at a point in the race where the wind is very strong you should

mentally prepare yourself for 5-10mins of really hard riding.  Once the race
has split the hard part has been done

• When the race is splitting you should sit close to the people in front of you
and try and relax and just focus on your effort.

How to attack in a cross wind

• By just making room for 3 riders and going very hard in a windy section of the race can split
• You want to have a small group of riders of may be no more than 10 to ride effectively.  This is so everyone

works.
• By riding hard the riders further back will not be able to get shelter from the wind.  The race should split because

of this
• To split a race you must put a very hard effort in for maybe 3-4 min your effort
• Its best when riding in the wind to use a slightly bigger gear than normal

• Once you have identified a point in the race where there is a risk the race may split due to trong
winds you need to position yourself correctly.  There is only one place to be in the first 10

• The basic principle is to get as much shelter as possible by using the other riders
• Or if you are feeling strong possibly split the race
• The next diagram shows a cross wind from the left and how you should position
yourself.  Due  to the wind coming from the left you want to protect yourself as much as
possible and therefore
should try and ride to the right of someone’s wheel, protecting yourself from the wind.

Gaps appearing as race
splits

Direction of wind

How to attack in a cross wind

• By just making room for 3 riders and going very
hard in a windy section of the race can split

• You want to have a small group of riders of may be no more
than 10 to ride effectively.  This is so everyone works.

• By riding hard the riders further back will not be able to get
shelter from the wind.  The race should split because of this

• To split a race you must put a very hard effort in for maybe 3-4 min

Riders form echelon
in cross-wind

This rider will feel
the full force of the
wind  when he has
gone round the

RIDING EFFECTIVELY IN THE WIND BY KARL FREEMAN  (CONT.)

Summary

• The most important thing to remember is your positioning
• Concentrate at all times, looking ahead for dangers
• Your objective is to save as much energy as possible
• For important objectives try to get as much information about the course as possible 8



LONDON CYCLING COMPLEX ANNOUNCED

The Mayor of London, Ken Livingstone announced
the details of the new velodrome and cycling complex
- dubbed a Velopark - to be built in east London’s Lea
Valley. While the complex is part of London’s bid to
host the 2012 Olympic Games, it will be built whether
or not the city gets the nod from the International
Olympic Committee (IOC).
The cycling complex will cost UKP22 million to build
and will include a 1,500-seat velodrome (which will
be upgraded to seat 6,000 if London’s bid is
successful), an outdoor cycle speedway track, a
1.6km road-racing circuit and a cross-country
mountain bike course.
Announcing the plans, Livingstone said: “These new
facilities will nurture our current and future UK cycling
stars and the wide range of facilities mean they will
also provide wonderful leisure facilities. The Velopark
will be built whether or not we get the Games, and
will be a major step forward in the regeneration of the
Lower Lea Valley.”
Livingstone has pursued significant cycling-friendly
policies since being elected mayor in May 2000,
including the congestion charging scheme introduced
in 2003 which is widely credited with increasing the
number of people using bikes to commute in the city.
Official figures for May and June 2003 showed a 73
percent increase in cyclists entering the central
London ‘congestion zone’ over the previous year.
Cycling was one of Britain’s most successful sports
at the Athens Olympics, with four medals including
Bradley Wiggins’ and Chris Hoy’s golds in the 4000m
pursuit and kilometre time trial respectively.
“British cycling has shown itself to be a reliable
deliverer of Olympic success,” said British Cycling
Federation chief executive Peter King. “But it has also
used its existing facilities wisely, and this has assisted
in the sport securing this excellent new facility.”
British Cycling hopes that there will eventually be four
indoor velodromes in Britain, with the new facility at
London adding to the existing velodromes in Newport
and Manchester, and plans in progress for a fourth
facility in Edinburgh.
Bid chairman Sebastian Coe said that London already
had 60 percent of the facilities necessary to host the
2012 Games, and that work had begun on an
acquatics center and would now begin on the
Velopark, which is scheduled to be ready in 2008.

THE BICYCLE BUILDERS WHO CHANGED HISTORY

On December 17th, 1903, at Kill Devil Hills, North Carolina,
Orville Wright completed the world’s first successful powered,
heavier-than-air flight. The 120-foot journey was an history
changing event, blazing a trail for military aircraft, commercial
airliners and space travel. How was it funded? By a bicycle
business. The Wright’s built and sold top-end bicycles.

On May 30th 1899 Wilbur Wright wrote to the Smithsonian
Institution, asking for papers on man’s attempt to fly. He paid
for the papers from his and his brother’s bicycle business. The
accounts for the Wright Cycle Co. includes an 1899 entry of
$5.50 “for books on flying.”

“I am an enthusiast but not a crank in the sense that I have
some pet theories as to the proper construction of a flying
machine,” he wrote to the Smithsonian, revealing he was
“about to begin a systematic study of the subject in
preparation for practical work to which I expect to devote what
time I can spare from my regular business.”

He and his brother would take turns to man their bicycle store
as they tested first a kite prototype and then larger scale
gliders in 1900, 1901 and 1902. Their first powered aeroplane
in 1903 used bicycle chains and sprockets to link the
propellors. Their aeroplane frames were made up of bicycle-
type double-triangles. Wilbur’s visionary ‘wing warping’
technique of controlling an aircraft’s pitch, roll and yaw was
developed after twisting an empty bicycle tube box with the
ends removed.

By 1905, the brothers had achieved their goal of constructing a
practical flying machine capable of remaining in the air for
extended periods of time and operating under the full control of
the pilot.

The earlier, smaller machines had been built and tested in the
Wright’s bicycle store, in full view of customers.

In a later patent infringement case, the Wright brothers had to
recall these early experiements to prove their patents.

Orville remembered spending long hours at the bicycle shop,
waiting on customers, performing repairs, and constructing his
kite.

“I was not able to be present when the structure was flown as
a kite, but I operated the machine in our store before it was
taken out to be flown,” Orville told the court.

Bike buff boffins
The brothers were cycling enthusiasts. In 1892, Orville bought
a new Columbia safety bicycle for $160. In the same year,
Wilbur purchased a used Eagle safety bicycle for $80. Orville
entered bicycle races put on by the YMCA Wheelmen. Wilbur
liked to ride more slowly, taking in the passing scenery and,
importantly, watching birds fly.

It’s therefore entirely possible that powered flight was
conceived from the saddle.

With thanks to www.bikebiz.co.uk

NEIL WRAGG
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CLUB RUNS LIST
2nd January to 24th April 2005

Meeting at Guild Hall at 9.00* leaving 9.10

Sunday 6/3/05 *Reliability Trial 100 Mile (8am meet)
Sunday 13/3/05 Social Club Run
Sunday 20/3/05 Dinton Pasture Tea Cosy Cafe
Sunday 27/3/05 Winslow Jenny Wren Cafe
Sunday 3/4/05 Aldbury Tea Rooms
Sunday 10/4/05 Social Club Run
Sunday 17/4/05 Saville Gardens
Sunday 24/4/05 Waterperry Garden Centre

Club run speed is 15-17mph and we re-group at the top of hills.

Please note coffee stops destinations can
change on the day due to weather conditions and
the number of riders.
There will be on most Sundays a faster training
group during winter

The Social Club Run (Ideal for new members)
The idea is that everyone will find a comfortable
pace and distance to suit them. There will be
different speed/distance groups leaving High
Wycombe Guild Hall at the normal time of 9am and
arriving at Henley Park café (by the river which is
just before the rowing museum) for 11.00
approximately so all groups will meet up. If the
above does not fit in with your plans then please make your own way to the café for
11.00. Hope to see as many new
riders and club members as
possible.

Club Captain Jonathan Smith
01628 474101

10

FLASHING BECOMES LEGAL !

David Jamieson, the road safety minister announced in the committee stage of the Road Safety Bill
that there will be a change in the law regarding the use of LED flashing lights on bicycles. Currently
these lights - while bright and mega conspicuous - are only legal when used in conjunction with a
static light.

The tidying up of the law concerning LEDs is long overdue but will mean that displaying a flashing LED light by
itself will be made legal.

The law will be changed later this year.

‘The Coffee Tree’  Cafe
11 George Street, Aylesbury, Bucks. HP20 2HU
Tel: 01296 482708 Fax: 01296 339425 -
Email : beans@hillandvalleycoffee.co.uk



HIGH WYCOMBE CC  -  TIME TRIAL CLUB EVENTS 2005
DAY DATE COURSE DIST START TIME
TUES 19-Apr HCC202 10 19.00
TUES 26-Apr HCC202 10 19.00 MEDIUM GEAR
TUES 03-May HCC202 10 19.00
TUES 10-May HCC212 14 19.00 2 LAPS WHITELEAF
SUNDAY 15-May HCC087 17 8.30 HUGHENDON
TUES 17-May HCC202 10 19.00
TUES 24-May HCC202 10 19.00
TUES 31-May HCC178 11 19.00 1 LAP
TUES 07-Jun HCC178 22 19.00 2 LAPS
TUES 14-Jun HCC178 22 19.00 2 LAPS
TUES 21-Jun HCC212 14 19.00 2 LAPS WHITELEAF
TUES 28-Jun HCC178 22 19.00 2 LAPS
TUES 05-Jul HCC178 22 19.00 2 LAPS
TUES 12-Jul HCC178 11 19.00 1 LAP
SUNDAY 17-Jul HCC224 30 8.30 FIRTH 30
TUES 19-Jul HCC202 10 19.00
TUES 26-Jul HCC202 10 19.00
TUES 02-Aug HCC202 10 19.00
SUNDAY 07-Aug HCC087 17 8.30 HUGHENDON
TUES 09-Aug HCC202 10 19.00
TUES 16-Aug HCC202 10 19.00
TUES 23-Aug HCC202 10 19.00
SUNDAY 25-Sep CC113 25 8.30 INTERCLUB 25
MONDAY 26-Dec HCC202 10 10.00
WEST LONDON COMBINE  &  HWCC CUP EVENTS 2005
DATE COURSE DIST TIME TYPE CUP ENTRY CLOSING DATE
Sunday  6 March H10/2 10 miles 9.01 West Ldn Combine 20th Feb
Sunday 20 March CC113 25 miles 8.01 West Ldn Comine 6th March
Sunday 24th April CC113 25 miles 7.31 West Ldn Combine 10th April-
run by HWCC so marshalls needed before club riders accepted
Tues 26th April HCC202 10 miles 19.01 Club Medium Gear Longwick course
Sunday 8th May CC113 25 miles 7.31 West Ldn Combine Brocklehurst 24th April
Sunday 15th May HCC087 17 miles 8.31 Club 1st Chiltern Cup Hughendon Valley start
Sunday 19th June CC113 25 miles 7.31 West Ldn Combine Longmarkers 5th June

& Handicap
Sunday 10th July CC128 50 miles 7.31 West Ldn Combine Fastest 50 3rd July

& Married Mens
Sunday 17th July HCC224 30 miles 8.31 Club Firth 30
Sunday 7th Aug HCC087 17 miles 8.31 Club 2nd Chiltern Cup Hughendon Valley start
Sunday 4th Sept CC113 25 miles 7.31 West Ldn Combine Club 25 Champs 21st Aug
Sunday 18th Sept CC113 25 miles 8.01 West Ldn Combine Hewgate 2 UP 4th Sept
Sunday 25 Sept CC113 25 miles 8.31 Club Interclub Westerley

Club Events entry on line
West Ldn Combine contact  Alan Hillier by closing date-names entered on list forwarded by Alan to organiser

contact  Alan approx 5 days before event for start time
H10/2 Maidenhead Thicket course
CC202 Longwick 10
CC87 17 miles-starts Hughendon Valley- hilly course
CC113 starts Tatling End/Amersham/Gt Miss & return?
CC224 Start Pedestal W Wycombe/Prin Ris /Thames & return
CC128 start Tatling End/Amersham/Wendover/Stoke Mand Askett & return
Chiltern Cup fastest agg time on 2 events
Brocklehurst fastest 25 on day
Longmarkers includes riders who have not gone below 1.08.00 for a 25 mile
Handicap all riders given a handicap time on day
Fastest 50 fastest rider on day
Married Mens 50 fastest married man unless winner of line above is married, then 2nd fastest
Club 25 Champ fastest 25 onday
Hewgate fastest 2UP on day
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PERIODISATION, THE WORK/LIFE/FLU/CRASHING
INTERFACE AND FITTING IT ALL IN.

PART DEUX

DAVE JOHNSON

Last.
So, last time I talked about training the first 60% of the time
between now and your target race, doing endurance work,
trying to fit everything in and doing some cross-training as pre-
competition “training-to-train” sessions to help prevent injury
and strengthen your weak points.

 
High Performance Cycles and Accessories          http://www.buckscycles.co.uk
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Time to Target
We started these thoughts in part one at the beginning of November. If your target is, say, the Etape du Tour at end
July, then your training can gestate for 9 months, or  about 270 days. Thus, the first 60% of your time, 162 days, is
aimed at the endurance, base-building part of the training pyramid. This is until mid-March. At this point, Power-
Endurance cuts in, but may phase in earlier to help you accomplish intermediate goals along the way.

Carry on.
Carry on with the endurance base-building till at least the end of March, but now it may be worth introducing some
harder, shorter efforts to get your body used to the need to cope, for sustained periods, with nasty build-ups of lactate.
Longer, hilly or undulating races will also help build the endurance base into a Power-Endurance matrix from which you
can launch attacks or rip a bunch apart in a crosswind.

First, here’s three useful turbo training sessions to alternate, one per week, to keep the endurance work going. They’ll
combine excellently with the Sunday rides to give a nice big base on which to build intensive work:

CYCLE TURBO SESSION 1

ENDURANCE Strength Steps Ensure resistance equates to a ‘Road-Like’ feel

Do this in the first 60% of Time To Target

Description Time cumulate gear comment

Warm Up 15 15 39x23… Change up one cog every 3 minutes
Session 4 19 53x21 as gear gets bigger, don’t worry about revs.

2 21 39x21 easy spinning
4 25 53x19 as gear gets bigger, keep HR down to 90% of

MHR. No higher
2 27 39x19 ensure fluids during these rest periods
4 31 53x17
2 33 39x17 during the rest ease any numbness as required
4 37 53x15
2 39 39x15
4 43 53x14
2 45 39x14 see, its only a rest by comparison!
4 49 53x13
2 51 39x13
4 55 53x12

Cool Down 9 1.04:00 39x19.. ease resistance if ness. Change down a gear
every 3 minutes

Ensure HR goes below 100 before finishing.



CYCLE TURBO SESSION 2
ENDURANCE Just Sitting There Ensure resistance equates to a ‘Road-Like’ feel

Do this in the first 60% of Time To Target

Description Time cumulate gear comment
Warm Up 15 15 39x23… Change up one cog every 3 minutes
Session 40 55 53x17 Hold HR at 85-90% of MHR change gear to let this happen at 90RPM

Cool Down 9 1.04:00 39x19.. ease resistance if ness. Change down a gear every 3 minutes

Ensure HR goes below 100 before finishing.

PERIODISATION, THE WORK/LIFE/FLU/CRASHING INTERFACE AND FITTING IT ALL IN.
PART DEUX (CONT.)

CYCLE TURBO SESSION 3
ENDURANCE Big Pyramid Ensure resistance equates to a ‘Road-Like’ feel

Do this in the first 60% of Time To Target

Description Time cumulate gear comment
Warm Up 0 0 39x23… No need for a warm up
Session 2.00… .. 18.00… 39x23… change up every 2 minutes until you run out of gears on the little ring

2.00… 36.00… 53x21… . change up every 2 minutes until you run out of gears on the big ring
2.00… 54.00… 53x11… . change down every 2 minutes until you run out of gears on the big ring
2.00… . 1.12.00 39x12… .. change down every 2 minutes until you run out of gears on the little ring

Cool Down 0 1.12.00 39x23… No need to cool down.
Ensure HR goes below 100 before finishing.

Boulder
The need for the ability to cope with lactate build-up is clearly demonstrated by me whenever the training rides get to the
slightest hill, when I hurtle from the front to the back of the group, and far beyond, like a boulder pushed off the lip of a
mountain. People swerve to avoid my huge ass as it hurtles towards them.

Third
So, as I say, from now, you might like to begin to introduce some POWER ENDURANCE work. Have a look at the 3
following sessions, one of which is a turbo simplification of homage to Gordon’s sessions for Stuart Dangerfield to get him
to ride 18 minute 10’s and 48 minute 25’s. They’ll make you go fast, too, as long as you don’t overdo it. I reckon alternating
one per week will do, but then stopping them again once you begin racing every weekend in March. This is to allow your
body to cope with the steep rise in effort. Come April, you can phase them back in again till you get within 10% of your
time to target.

CYCLE TURBO SESSION 4
POWER ENDURANCE 3on3off
Ensure resistance equates to a ‘Road-Like’ feel
Do this in the middle 30% of Time To Target

Description Time cumulate gear comment
Warm Up 15 15 39x23… Change up every 3 minutes
Session 3 18 53x15 Hold 90 RPM and build the effort through the interval

Get to three or four beats over your normal best 10 mile TT HR
If you can, get HR to 95%MHR by the end of each interval

3 21.00… 39x15 Drop to the little ring and spin easily for 3 minutes
51 Do up to 5 more repeats, remembering to rehydrate

Cool Down 15 1.06.00 39X15… Spinning on low resistance. Change down every 3 minutes
Ensure HR goes below 100 before finishing.
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CYCLE TURBO SESSION 5
POWER ENDURANCE TTT
Ensure resistance equates to a ‘Road-Like’ feel or harder
Do this in the middle 30% of Time To Target

Description Time cumulate gear comment
Warm Up 15 15 39x23… Change up every 3 minutes
Session 53x23… … Big ring and biggest cog
“On Front” 1 16 53x23… … Ride very hard.
“To back” 0.2 16.2 53x23… … still spinning fast, riding not quite so hard
“Get on” 0.1 16.3 53x23… … flat out 10 sec sprint
“Sit in” 1 17.3 53x23… … Riding hard, but not murderously
repeat 1 37.3 53x21… . Change up, repeat from “on front” right through. Do this through all
gears
Cool Down 15 52.3 39X15… Spinning on low resistance. Change down every 3 minutes

Ensure HR goes below 100 before finishing.

Try and get a sip of energy drink during “sit in”

If done correctly, this is a terrible session. Make sure you recover afterwards

PERIODISATION, THE WORK/LIFE/FLU/CRASHING INTERFACE AND FITTING IT ALL IN.
PART DEUX (CONT.)
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Hard sessions, which may look a little complex on paper, but try them. They’re fairly straightforward when you’re actually
doing them.
At the same time as bringing Power-Endurance work into your training, make sure you’re pencilling in the next few months
of races, audaxes and other training and rest you’re going to need to do to get you perfect for that target race. All the
handbooks are out now, so you should know what you plan for the whole season by the end of February, so that you can
book everything else in around your important core sessions and races.

Next time
Next time we’ll look at speed work, finishing touches to your training pyramid and tapering allowing your target event to be
done as well as you possibly can, and perhaps far exceeding you dreams.  You’re doing really well now, so stay with
it… … .
DAVE JOHNSON

CYCLE TURBO SESSION 6
POWER ENDURANCE WrightStuff

Ensure resistance equates to a ‘Road-Like’ feel
Do this in the middle 30% of Time To Target

Description Time cumulate gear comment
Warm Up 15 15 39x23… Change up every 3 minutes
Session 1 16 53x15 flat out one minute efforts. Adjust gear accordingly

2 18 39x15 Easy spinning
31 repeat for 5 more efforts HR to 95% MHR

3 34 53x15 Hardest sustainable effort. Change gear if ness.
3 37 39x15 Easy spinning

58 repeat 3 more efforts HR to 95% MHR
6 1.04.00 53x15 Hardest sustainable effort. Change gear if ness.
3 1.07.00 39x15 Easy spinning

1.13.00 repeat 1 more effort HR to around 93% MHR
Cool Down 15 1.28.00 39X15… Spinning on low resistance. Change down every 3 minutes

Ensure HR goes below 100 before finishing.

This is a fearsome session. Only undertake after you’ve got a good base aerobic fitness.

Make sure you’re not tired before you start

Ensure you hydrate during the rest intervals

14
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KIT REVIEW
HEART RATE MONITORS.  This month, a first-look head to head of two of the most complex

heart rate monitors available to pros and amateurs alike. The
Polar  s725 against the all new Suunto T6.

Saddle Safari, Crown Lane, Off Spittal Street, Marlow, Buckinghamshire, SL7 3HL.
Telephone/Fax 01628 477020. Email: enquiries@saddlesafari.co.uk

In 1936 Suunto invented
the liquid filled compass.
Since then they have
gone on to lead the
world in ‘wrist-top
computers’ giving divers
the information they
need to dive safely by
being the first to enable
them to calculate water

pressure, temperature and altitude.  Now, together with heart
rate data they replace luck and charts for yachtsmen,
mountineers, adventure racers, hikers and soldiers.
The T6 is the newest computer in their range which is
specifically  designed for cyclists when paired with the Suunto
Bike Pod. Together with the Suunto Training Manager software
you can see exactly how well your last training session went
and whether you benefitted from it.  The ‘EPOC’ value that is
displayed uses the data recorded from your workouts,
combines it with your personal fitness data and will give a
precise value to the effectiveness of the exercise.
The T6 uses a more complex method of measuring your heart
rate data than any other HRM available on the market at the
moment.  It measures the ‘R to R’ rate which is the time interval
between two heartbeats in milliseconds.  Up till now this was
only available on medical equipment.  The T6 is offering a
new training method based on the actual effect of your training
the only other option to get this data would be in a lab.

The T6 & the s725 have the following features:
Time mode; includes functions such as time, date and alarm.
The t6 has an Altimeter and Barometer.  This is an extremely
accurate way of measuring altitude data & can be used for
weather predicting when out all day.  The Polar just has an
Altimeter.
Stopwatch functions, such as lap time and interval time, and
heart rate data.
Speed/Distance mode: available for use with an external
speed and distance sensor. Displays speed and distance
information and offers control functions and alarms.  On the
T6 speed alarms can be set.
The Polar uses an infrared connection to the computer, this is
purchased separately for the PC or uses the in-built IrDa
device on most modern laptops.  The T6 comes with a USB
cable, also available is a wireless USB link for PC which
enables real time heart rate detection.

The EPOC vlaue of the T6 is the key to it being above the
competition.  This vlaue is an extremely simple way of
viewing the efficiency of your workout.  Just view the graph
to see which ‘zone’ you were in and what you should be in.

Polar Electro was founded in 1977 in Finland and
has become, arguably the most popular
manufacturer of heart rate monitors across the world.
Almost so popular have their products become that
athletes who have decided to purchase a heart rate
monitor will walk into Cycle Care and say they need
a ‘Polar’.  We all know what a Polar can do and how
well it performs simply because we all know
somebody who owns one.    Since we know they
work why would anyone buy the T6 rather than one
of the s7 series Polars?
On initial impressions they
both function pretty similarly.
They each display three
lines of data, the s725 has
two customisable lines (top
and middle) whereas the T6
has one (the bottom line) but
it uses four different groups
of data, each group can be
made to show data from
another group, thereby allowing all combinations of
data, eg: biking data (current speed) together with
training data (current heart rate).

The T6 looks much sleeker than the Polar, far more
like an expensive adventure watch rather than the
oversized ‘Noddy’ look that the size of the Polar
seems to give.  The s725 has a Carbon effect
whereas the s720 has a Stainless steel finish.  Both
finishes look good but dont reduce the size which
can be cumbersome at times.
Both units’ buttons are equally easy to use with
gloves but the red button on the Polars are far too
easy to accidentally hit on or off.
To start the recording with the T6 you need to connect
the unit with any sensors you have fitted.  This is
just two buttons pressed then it finds both the bike
pod and the HR belt, you’re then ready to go.  As
with the Polar you can then start recording the
exercise into the unit’s memory which is then
downloadable into the software that comes with the
monitor.
We’ll get more into the software and the analysis
that you can get from each manufacturer next month.
Both units take a while to get used to the shortcuts
and best ways of getting the display right but the
Suunto was the quicker to set up and start
running.

NEXT MONTH: Out in the saddle we record and analyse the software and see if the EPOC value really is revolutionary.

NEIL WRAGG



100 Mile HWCC Reliability Trial  -  Sunday 6th March 2005
Meet 8am Market Square, High Wycombe High Street

Non-members welcome (and ride at the front all the way).
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THE DIARY OF OUR CONTINENTAL ‘PRO’
HWCC rider Karl Freeman is racing for VC Pontivy in Brittany, France this season.  He will be keeping us up to date
with the French racing scene and his successes, failures and experiences via The Sprocket.  Check it out each month.

The Team presentation
II arrived in France on the 8th February.  I had spent the weekend packing all my things and getting everything ready.  I
had a lot of baggage at the airport, two bike bags and one small bag.  I hired a car and drove to Pontivy.  The next day I
met all the team for a training ride on Wednesday afternoon.  It felt really good to be back in France.  We did four and
half-hours, I tried to take it easy because I had been traveling the day before and felt a little tired.

On Friday night we had our team presentation in the town hall.  I was given the keys to the team van to drive it to the
town hall.  The van is massive (much longer than a Ford Transit) it has no power steering and has a strange gear stick.
IIt was hard to drive and even harder to park with no power steering but I enjoyed it.

At the presentation we all got interviewed on the stage and spoke about our objectives and hopes for the year.
Afterwards there was a reception for all the sponsors and guests.  The room was full of wine, cakes and crisps, but I
didn’t have any wine because I had to get up early the next morning to race.  I had a good time talking to all the French

riders and some of the journalists.  I tried not to stand up
too much because I had to race the next two days so we
left at 9:30pm.

Most of the VC Pontivy riders at the presentation.  Some French
riders are missing, I have really funny eyes and we all have
jerseys that are too big!

Plage Vendee Races
On Saturday morning we left at 7:30am to drive to the
Vendee for two races.  These races are really hard with all
smaller professional teams taking part.  Some of the
professional teams have ridden some stage races already,
so have the form to win.  The area around the Vendee is
famous for its strong winds that blow from the Atlantic; the
whole region is very flat and exposed with no shelter from

the wind.  This weekend was going to be seriously hard!  I watched the weather and they had forecast winds of 100km/
hr plus rain and hail.  As we were driving to the race we saw telegraph poles bent sideways with the force of the wind.  I
knew the race would split to pieces with wind like this.  I was worried because your first race of the year is always very
hard, your body is not used to racing.  I like to use the races to get form without trying too hard but with this wind its like
riding Paris Roubaix.  If you are not race fit you don’t get results, you have to have good luck because there is always
loads of crashes and punctures.

The race split after twenty minutes, I was in the second group.  It was a rude awakening to my racing season.  There
were loads of crashes and punctures. I avoided these but just was not riding tactically well because my form isn’t so
good at the moment.  I knew I had to be up the front but didn’t have the legs to do it.  I was disappointed.  I finished the
race in a group but we cut out the last 2km.

After the race I was given a load of sandwiches and a recovery drink.  We then drove 100km to the start town of the
next race.  I was much more determined to rider better the next day.  The weather for the second day was much worse,
the wind was 100km/hr it was raining and hailing.  180 riders lined up on the start line I was on the first row because
after 5km we had the first cross wind section, where the race would split.  The race was naturalized so I stayed up the
front and it split after 15km, then there was a 20-man crash and another split.
This left 70 riders still in the race.  I knew it would split again on the next cross
wind, it did and I was in the third group.  I just struggled to get to the front.  The
wind was so strong riders were falling off there bikes.  I saw a motorbike blown
over by the wind.  The weather took its toll and only 30 riders from the 180 who
started finished.  Russell Downing and English rider won the race; he is really on
good form at the moment and deserved to win.

My first two days racing in France this year really opened my eyes as to how hard
cycling is.  I just have to learn from my mistakes, ride tactically better and get my
racing form.  I just have to stay positive, train hard and recover well.  The
weekends racing has made me much more determined and mentally harden me.
Next weekend I have 2 races more in the Vendee on Saturday and Sunday.  I
think my form will be much better for next week and I will be able to get a
good result.
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CHIPO’S LETTERS

Dear Chippo
I want to cycle more and kick butt in the summer and have a new angle on training , it
involves riding 6 hours a day and then boozing it up all night with the lads in the bar every
night till the early hours, I feel like crap and am snapping at everyone  but hey it’s a system.
Now  , you don’t say if you a man or woman here , I ask this because these days , who
knows , anyway I have to say , I like your fun approach to the whole training thing , but like
everything you seem to be getting the balance wrong , what are you a boozer or a cyclist or
are you satisfied with being something in the middle ( Mr/Mrs Mediocre ) I suggest you focus

on the boozing because your riding must be rubbish my friend.

Dear Chippo
White socks as overshoes are the hip hop or flip flop ( in or out Nerds )
Ah , yes that old pizza , in my experience they cause crashes , yes that right ,the rest of the peloton will be distracted/
embarrassed/laughing at these rubbish pieces of rag causing distraction and inevitable accident/half wheeling and a
crash .So , to become a member of the human race again , discard this awful fashion fau par and buy some proper
overshoes because you my friend are an embarrassment to all that ride with you  - simple.

Dear Chippo
I ride a fixed wheel on training rides/club runs/Audax etc am I a here legend god or lunatic.
You see , you have me here , because in my view you are all of the them which is fantastic because isn’t that what we
all ( cyclists )are , obviously im the God here .

Dear Chippo
My wife is about to have a baby ,,,, now so that my training doesn’t suffer im thinking  of setting up the Turbo and
having the baby strapped to me ( the rocking will send her to sleep ) , so you being a racer and a father what advice

can you give me , shall I strap her to the front of me , the back what ??????and how about
breast feeding ??
Hello Brendan , My cousin Chippo Morrissey has mentioned you to me ( all good stuff  of
course ) , this has to be you writing into me , Ok a couple of things.
Don’t let that child near a bike for at least the first 6 months of its life , you are going to have
plenty of time to familiarise it with the world that is cycling .
Strapping , the front for 6 months then the back after that and as point one , no where near a
bike ok !!!
Also , don’t worry about training competing for the first year , have a easy year , put on some
weight ( see Chippo Morrissey for Tips on how to undertake this kind of strenuous training ) its
good for you .Don’t breast feed , you don’t have the figure or the kit
Congratulations by the way , grey hair will follow .

Dear Chippo
I cant climb /I cant stay with the Group /I get dropped on long rides /im fed up but I still love
cycling , what the hell can I do about this its total torture.
The thing about this question is you can do all of the things your talking about you soft moaner,
Take a look at yourself in the mirror ( I always do ) what are you built for , climbing/endurance/
sprinting/eating   , then mould the body ( training/diet ) and focus on what your good at , doh
,either that or get a big bag of crisps and watch the cycling on TV , mind you we never have
enough marshals and organisers , seriously this is an option , its not all racing ( im told ) get a
grip you man-woman thingy you .

Dear Chippo
I recently had a mention in cycling weekly about a record attempt that has now at last been

recognised, im a bloody hero me but no one seems to give a sodding monkeys , you’re a
flash publicity hugging fat sprinter what can I do to get more recognition.
I have no idea what record you are on about, who the hell are you, if you’re a bobble hat
wearing hair monster im not surprised no one is interested, come on what’s your image ,
what’s your profile ( do you even know about such things ) somebody once said to me that
if you want to be noticed you have want to be noticed and to do this you must get in
people faces , no one ever got anywhere by being nice all the time , seems to me your Mr
wallflower , so Advice , make some noise wall flower take out an add , get some models
in (www.glamslamentertainments.com ) invite the press make an event its so bloody
easy !!!! reporters will travel miles for free drinks and a lady honest to god I guarantee
that you will be the talk of the club and  low visibility and recognition will be a thing of
the past . You wont do anything though will you because I bet you are also a

cheapskate as well.

10% DISCOUNT TO
MEMBERS !
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http://www.highwycombecc.org

ROAD RACING o TIME TRIALS o
CYCLING ABROAD TRAINING CAMPS

TRACK o MOUNTAIN BIKING
SOCIAL EVENTS o CLUB RUNS

FITNESS TESTING o TRAINING PLANNING
COACHING

AND MUCH MUCH MORE

JOIN HWCC, ALL ABILITIES HAVE A PLACE
Fill out the membership form on the previous pages or pop into Cycle Care in

Desborough Road

WEST WYCOMBE VILLAGE HALL  7PM TILL 10:00 PM EVERY WEDNESDAY
Come for a chat

LONGWICK TIME TRAIL LEAGUE BEGINS APRIL 2005

“ BE A  PART OF SOMETHING “

NEXT MONTH

More on the National & International racing
scene.

More interviews with the people that count -
those that run your favourite places - the bike
shops: Andy from Marlow’s Saddle Safari.

News - club events - gossip - kit reviews
and better than SEX - Titanium!
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225 Desborough Road, HIGH WYCOMBE,
Bucks, HP11 2QW
Tel: (01494) 447908
Fax: (01494) 440732

info@cyclecare.co.uk

SPECIAL OFFER FOR
CLUB MEMBERS
10% DISCOUNT!
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